Accomplishments of the Lakes Committee April 2015 Thru March 2016

1) Major Accomplishments of the Lakes Committee and Public Works Team
   a) Participated in the first Village Values meeting and presented accomplishments of the Lakes Committee
   b) 5-year plan updated and enhanced. The plan completion was synced with budget preparation in order to have a larger impact on Lakes budget
   c) Prepared 2016 lakes budget in conjunction with POA Public works
   d) Lake Needs Assessment updated and enhanced
   e) Lake volunteers established to take weekly or biweekly lake measurements – Secchi disc for clarity and water elevation
   f) Rewrite of the “all about water document”
   g) Agreement with lake managers on limnology measurements to take to improve water for fishery, and water clarity/safety
   h) Now taking fish census on every lake once a year
   i) Recommendations on enhancing access to Lake Segovia
   j) Conducted goose census on our lakes and reported to Common Grounds Committee
   k) Produced contour map of Lake Cortez in preparation for dredging and produced a graded mapping of coves with silting problems
   l) In light of Garland and Saline County ordinances, recommended inspection of lake shoreliner boat docks for safety and maintenance compliance. Inspections by Lake Managers and Violations to be handled by the ACC
   m) Safety and Revenue Enhancement recommendations
      i) Safety and Revenue Enhancement Task Force – Phase I
         (1) Clarity that POA enforces policies and regulations – POA Police enforce state/county laws
         (2) Recommended enforcement of lake regulations by establishing a Lake Patrol similar in function to the Beach Hosts that were successfully established last year for the beaches
         (3) Chief Middleton currently trying to obtain a lake patrol boat donation from AG&F
   n) Safety and Revenue Enhancement Phase II
i) Work with HSV rental companies to develop means to obtain permits for lake use of renters – Revenue enhancement
ii) Work completed with recommendation to POA on how to implement such a plan

o) Other revenue enhancements
   i) Recommended collection boxes at each lake for collection of daily lake use fees
   ii) Recommended lake audit for boat stickers

p) Made recommendations to POA on lake signage

q) Provided a list to POA of potential lake assets to be added to the Public Works GIS system

r) Researched the use of alum for alleviating the phosphorous problem at Lake Isabella and made recommendation of volume to use in application, as well as cost estimates.

2) Other projects in progress
   a) Lake Policy and Regulations Update
   b) Brochure on shoreliner care of lakes to go on website
   c) Initiated a process where fishing clubs send representatives to Lakes Committee meetings to better initiate and coordinate lake improvements projects